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Abstract: 

 

This presentation will reflect on the challenges involved in developing a textbook for 

“intermediate Russian,” (defined as instruction following a beginning course where students 

learn basic language functions reflected in the case and verbal systems). 

 

Beginning U.S. textbooks for Russian generally introduce students to stylistically neutral forms 

of the spoken variant (разговорная речь) of contemporary standard Russian (современный 

русский литературный язык). That choice of register is entirely appropriate for teaching 

students to speak Russian in a communicatively-organized language course. 

 

At the intermediate level that linguistic milieu remains the logical register for students’ 

developing speech output, but it becomes too constrictive on sources of input for students’ 

developing language skills, especially in reading. Once an intermediate course incorporates 

written informational and/or fictional texts, students encounter various features of the written 

language (письменная речь) that pose difficulties both in comprehension and for students’ 

attempts to discuss these texts in the oral register that they are most familiar with. 

 

The intermediate level highlights the tension between the neutral spoken language of students’ 

output and the formal features of written language that can serve as a type of language input. Can 

thinking about this tension in a principled way help teachers select and order written texts and 

their attendant grammatical forms in the intermediate-level course? If so, how? Complex 

grammatical topics (verbs of motion, short-form adjectives, comparative adjectives, participles, 

and verbal adverbs) appear with varying prominence in written and oral language, and this 

relative prominence, it will be argued, should help determine the order for classroom focus. 

Since intermediate students are least familiar with features of the written language, what 

pedagogical interventions do they need pedagogical interventions to “translate” the written text 

into the spoken variant that they are more familiar with? Sample activities will be shared. 

 

 

 


